
 

 

 
RIO Smart Money recorded a gain of 4.96% in its first quarter. This inactive investment is targeting 
sectors which are set to benefit from the clean energy revolution, forecast to be a $95 trillion 
transition globally. That's more money than the value of the London Stock Exchange; the entire crypto 
market and the 5G revolution combined.  
 
RIO's research has identified an artificial intelligence and machine learning company that looks set to 
benefit from the fast-developing changes in the sector. Recently, the world has borne witness to the 
changes brought about by the powerful combination of artificial intelligence; the Internet of Things 
and 5G. It is this next wave of change that is expected to revolutionize and reshape the entire sector.  
 
An automobile industry change has been in the making for some time. In 2003 vehicles were 
introduced to the market which could parallel park themselves, a few years later, manufacturers 
added lane assist, a feature which is now standard in many cars. Some new cars have even adapted 
military technology to allow vehicles to have thermal imaging to see people or animals on the road 
ahead at night. This could save serious accidents as the technology of the vehicle will automatically 
apply the brakes if the driver doesn't. 
 
But the game-changer came when Tesla first incorporated autopilot in 2014. This adds a range of 
features including lane centring, self-parking, traffic-aware cruise control, automatic lane changes, 
and semi-autonomous navigation. Of course, all have taken years to perfect. 
 
It may come as a surprise that most carmakers are adding forms of semi-autonomous driving 
capabilities to their current models. Investment opportunity has come knocking! 
 
After years of advancement, driverless cars are now entering the money-making stage. 
 
This massive change could become the biggest change to transportation since cars replaced the horse. 
Many corporations who depend on drivers are already making the change to driverless vehicles - this 
trend could soon push the demand much higher. 
 
Personally, I am not keen on these changes, however, I am very keen on the massive opportunity this 
represents and am focused in on the potential to bank what could be serious gains for those invested. 
It is exactly why RIO has designed and launched this product.  
 
Businesses have begun to embrace the revolutionary change 
 
The mining company, Rio Tinto, now uses autonomous trucks to haul iron ore 24 hours a day in 
Australia. The U.S. Postal Service is using self-driving trucks on a 1,000-mile mail run between Phoenix 
and Dallas. Waymo ordered over a thousand of Jaguar SUVs and over 60,000 driverless minivans from 
Fiat Chrysler. Courier UPS is yet another company to switch from fossil-fuelled vehicles to electric 
trucks, in fact they ordered 10,000 last year and already have autonomous trucks on the road in 
Arizona. Pizza Hut and Dominos have placed orders for driverless delivery vehicles. Walmart is rolling 
out self-driving trucks in Arkansas this year. Finally, Uber has ordered thousands of self-drive cars from 
Volvo for its driverless fleet. 
 
Over the next few years, I believe we’ll see the world change dramatically. Faster than most may 
expect, these technological breakthroughs will be written into history as a world-changing events. The 
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way we work, consult health care, transact with our bank, book travel, and even entertain ourselves 
will be completely transformed. This rapid increase in the rate of change is altering the world. These 
changes have already affected business and will soon have investment ramifications. 
 
Smart Money is focused  
 
Initially, RIO Smart Money focuses on companies that manufacture electric vehicles, self-driving 
Lorries, vans, and their critical parts suppliers. As we move through this year, we intend to add 
augmented reality and Blockchain technology stocks to the assets held.  
 
Blockchain is one of the most secure digital infrastructures ever created. We are on the inside track of 
a company that is currently in negotiation with two of the world’s leading financial institutions. These 
massive institutions are now considering adopting this company’s technology. If an agreement is 
signed, the upside potential in this stock could be staggering.  
 
Looking forward, such Blockchain technology has the potential to entirely transform the world 
economy. This technology could even turn out to be the solution western governments are searching 
for, it could be the key to replacing the outdated financial trading system.  
 
In conversation with analysts some have commented that these new technological disruptors could 
reward those who own and invest in these new technologies at a pace never seen before in financial 
history. 
 
This investment is high risk, that said it offers what is undoubtedly an incredible investment 
opportunity. The product also benefits from a unique charging structure; there are neither 
administration fees nor management fees levied, and the establishment charge is in this case is 
remitted by RIO. 
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